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We study the question whether the Hilbert cube Q is Lrpschitz homogeneous. The answer 
depends on the metric of 0. Ear example, setting d(x, y) = supilxi - yij/j we obtain a Lipschitz 
homogeneous metric, but if the last j is replaced by j!, the answer is negative. 
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1. Introduction 
If (X, d) and (Y, d’) are metric spaces, amap f: X + Y is called Lipschitz if there is 
L a 0 such that d’( f(x), f(y)) s Ld(x, y) for all x, y in X. We let lip f denote the 
smallest L 3 0 for which this is true, and call f L-Lipschitz if lip f 6 L. If f: X + Y is a 
homeomorphism of compact spaces such that both f and f-* are Lipschitz, we say 
that f is a lipeomorphism and set 
bilip f = max (lip /‘, lip f -‘). 
If bilip f < L, f is called an L-lipeomorphism. 
We are interested in lipeomorphisms of the Hilbert cube Q = 11 X 12 X l 9 l where 
h=[-l,l]forallj~N={1,2,. . .}. If pl,pz,. . . is a sequence of positive numbers 
converging to zero, the norm 
IlXll = sup pilxil 
jaN 
(l-1) 
induces a metric dP in Q, compatible with the product topology. The use of metrics of 
this kind will be motivated in Theorem 2.2. Without loss we may assume that 
p+p$+ l ’ , since this can be obtained by rearranging the sequence, that is, by 
performing an isometry of Q. It is natural to ask whether (Q, d,) is Lipschitr 
homogeneous, that is, whether for every pair a, b of points in Q there is a lipeomor- 
phism f: Q + Q such that f(a) = b. It turns out that the answer depends on the 
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sequence p. Let R(p) be the supremum of al! ratios ~&+i, n EN. It seems to the 
author that the following statement can be true: 
1.2. Conjecture. The space (Q, d,,) is Lipschitz homogeneous if and only if 
R(P)<~. 
In this paper we shall prove the “only if” part and give partial results for the “if” 
part of this conjecture. More precisely, we show that R(p) < 00 if and only if the unit 
vector ei can be mapped into the origin by a lipeomorphism of Q onto Q. Moreover, 
we shall prove that for the sequence pi = l/j, (Q, dp) is Lipschitz homogeneous. 
Throughout the paper, we assume that a sequence ~13~2  l l l of positive 
numbers converging to zero is given, and we consider Q endowed with the metric d,,. 
For a E Q and I > 0 we let B(a, r) denote the open ball {x E Q: 11x -al]< I}. We 
identify the n-cube I” = [-1; 11” with the subspace I” x 0 of Q and write Q = 
I” X Qn+r where Qn+l = In+1 X In+2 X . . . . In I” we use the induced metric of Q and 
set 23*(x, r) = I” n B(x, r). We let aQ denote the formal boundary (x E Q: Ixjt = 1 for 
some j E N}. The coordinate unit vectors are written as el, e2,. . . , and we set 
a v b = max (a, b) for real numbers a, b. 
2. Metrics of a product space 
Suppose that X is the Cartesian product of metric spaces (Xi, dj), j E J. Let Ai, j E J, 
be positive numbers uch that for every pair x, y E X, 
SUP dj(Xj, yj)/Aj = d(x, Y) < 00. 
jcJ 
(2.1) 
Clearly d is a metric in X. The following result shows that metrics of this kind are 
natural in Lipschitz topology, since in a certain sense, they give the category- 
theoretic product in the category of meetric spaces and Lipschitz maps. 
2.2. Theorem. The metric (2.1) is the only metric in X having the followingproperties : 
(1) The projection Pi: X + Xi is hi-Lqschitz for every j E J. 
(2) If (Y, d’) is a metric space an d if f: Y 9% Xi F a map, then f is L-Lipschitz if and 
only if Pif: Y * Xi is AjL-Lipschitz 1&r every j E J. 
Proof. A straightforward verification shows that \ri has the properties (1) and (2). Let 
do be a metric on X satisfying (1) and (2). Them1 (1) implies dj(xj, yj) s h,&(x, y), 
which yields d s do. To prove that do s d, let x, y E X and E > 0. Choose k E J such 
that 
d(x, y) e dkbk, Ydhc + t:* 
Let Y be the metric space consisting of two points a, b with d’(a, b) = 
dk (Xk, yk)/hk + &. Let f: Y -+ X be he map f(a) = x, f (6) = y. Then for every j E J we 
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have 
di(Pj( f(a)), Pj( f (b))) = dj(xj, yj) s h&(x, Y J s AjW, b)* 
By (2), f is l-Lipschitz, which yields do(x, y) G d’(a, 6) s d(x, y) + E. Since E is 
arbitrary, we obtain do G d. cl 
2.3. Remark. The metric (2.1) is compatible with the product topology of X if and 
only if for every r > 0, the set {j E J: dj(Xj)/Aj > r} is finite. For the Hilbert cube Q, 
this means that the numbers pi = l/hi converge to zero. 
3. The case R(p) = 00 
In this section we show that if R(p) = 00, then Q is not Lipschitz homogeneous. In 
fact, no boundary point can then be mapped into the origin by a lipeomorphism 
f: Q + Q. We begin by determining the homotopy type of sets Q\ B(a, r). 
3.1. Theorem. Let cc E Q and r > 0 be such that Q \ B(a, r) = Y # 0. Set Ej = 
(1 - laj()pj and E; =(l+ltZji)~.. If rE( &j, ES ] for some j E N’ Y is contractible. 
Otherwise Y is homotopy equr talent to Sk-‘, where k is the largest integer such 
that r G &k. In the latter case, if r-s < G Ek and s $Z (&j, E; ] for all j, the inclusion 
Q\ B(a, s) + Q\ B(a, r) is a bomotopy equi4ence. 
Proof. We may assume t:lat dlj 2 0 for all j. Suppose first that &k < r d EL for 
some k. Choose n EN duch that pn <r/2. Then B(a, r) = B”(a’, r) x Qn+l where 
a’=(al,..., a,). T~TAS Y = (I”\ B”(a’, r)) x Qn+l, and it suffices to show that 
Y” =I”\ B”(a’, r) is contractible. Write I” = A”-’ x& where A”-’ is the 
product of the segments 4, lsjsn, j#k. If HA”-‘, then ({z}xIdnY” 
is either {z} x [ml, 1],3r {z} X r-1, ak - r/Pk]. Hence Y” deformation retracts along 
vertical segments to Tie box A “-l X C-1, ak - r/pk], which is contractible. 
Next assume tt,,;~ re (&j, E;] for every j E N. Since Y # 0, r G Ej for some j* 
Since es+ 0, there ;s k =max(i: rsi.&j}, If j>k and x EQ, then ~jlxj_ajl~E~ Cr. 
Thus B(a, r) = Bk(a’, 1 j x Qk+l where a’= (al, . . . , ak). If j < k, then r s Ej, since 
otherwise r > E! 3 pi & pk 2 8k. Hence B k (a’, r) C int Ik, which implies that 
Y=(Ik\Bk(a’,r))XQ k+l is homotopy equivalent to Sk-‘. The last statement iS 
clear. cl 
3.2. Carolhy. If a E aQ, there is r. > 0 such that Q \ B(a, r) is contractible for r s ro. 
Indeed, if Iail= 1, one can choose ro = 2gi. 0 
3.3. Corollary. If pm+1 C r s on and B(0, r) CA c B(0, p,)), then T&Q\, 4) 
#O. a 
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3.4. Theorem. Let f: Q + Q be an L-lipeomorphism such that f (el) = 0. Then pn s 
L*p,+l for all n G N. 
bof. Suppose that p,, > L2p,+l for some n. Set r = &I,,+$/* and A = fB(el, r). 
Then 
B(0, r/L) c A c B(0, Lr) and P”+~ c rJL s Lr <p,,. 
By Corollary 3.2, Q\ B(el, r) is contractible, while by Corollary 3.3, Q\ A is not, 
which yields a contradiction. 111 
3.5. Corofl~ry. If R(p) = 00, then Q is not Lipschitz homogeneous. n 
3.6. Remarks. The proof of Theorem 3.4 shows, together with Corollary 3.2, that if 
R (p) = 00, no boundary point of Q can be mapped into the origin by a lipeomorphism 
of Q. More generally, let hQ be the set of all a E Q such that here is ro > 0 such that 
for every r < ro, 
(1 -lUjl)pic: rs(1-k lajl)Pj 
for some j. Then aQ c AQ. If f: Q + Q is an L-lipeomorphism with f(a) E AQ, then 
L* Blim sup(&~~+l). 
n-ra0 
Still more generally, no point of AQ can be mapped into the origin by a 
quasiconformal map f: Q + Q. A homeomorphism f: X + Y between metric spaces 
(X, (1!) and (Y, d’) is called quasiconformal if there is a number K such that 
H {r, f) s K, H (y, _f-l) s K for all x E X and y E Y, where 
H(x, f) = lim sup L(s f, r) 
r+O 6% fi f) ’ 
U~Ji 4 =supV(f(z),f(x)): 42, x) er}, 
l(x,fi r)=inf{d(f(z), f(x)): d(i, x)~}. 
If f: Q + Q is a homeomorphism and if’ f(a) = 0 for some a E AQ, then 
We shall give a stronger version of Corollary 3.5, ‘Ibwo points a, b E Q are called 
Lipschitz equivalent if there is a lip eomorphism f: Q -) Q with f(a) = b, 
Y 
3.7. Theorem. If R (p) = 00, the set of Lipschitz equkjalence cla&es of points in Q has 
the cardinal of the continuum. 
rmf. Choose a sequence n (I) < n(2) < l 9 . of positive integers uch that setting 
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(1) (j-b l)aj+I sa: < 1, 
Observe that aj+l*( aj < 1 /j for all j. 
We consider sequences : N -+{O, 1). Two sequences are called equivalent if they 
are eventually elqual. For every sequence s we define a point cz* E Q by setting 
t.& := sj(l -a$ for je N and a; = 0 otherwise. We shall show that if as and a ’ are 
Lipschitz equivalent, then the sequences  and t are equivalent. This will prove the 
theorem because the set of all equivalence classes of (0, l}N has the cardinal of the 
continuum. 
Let 6: Q + Q be an L-lipeomorphism such that f(rr “) = a ‘. We claim that si = tj for 
j > L. Suppose that this is false. Choose k > L suc,‘n that sk # fk. We may assume that 
sk = 1, tk = 0. Setting r = a@“(k) we have 
By Theorem 3.1, Q\B(a”, r) is contractible. Since B(a ‘, r/L) c fB(a”, r) c 
B(a’, Lr), we obtain a contradiction by showing that the inclusion Q\ B(a ‘, Lr) + 
o\ B(a’, r/L) is a homotopy equivalence and m&k)+ (Q\ B(a’, Lr)) P 0. Set 
Ei=(l-Cli)pi ande: = (1 + a&+ By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to prove that Lr G ei for 
i~n(k)aindr/L>cIfori>n(k).~tfirsti~n(k).Ifi=n(j)~orsomej<k,then(8) 
implies 
Otherwise ai = 0 and ei =pi a&(k) 9 kr > Lr. Tdext let i > n (k). If i = n(j) for some 
j > k, then (2) implies 
Otherwise cli = 0 and 6: = pi S pm(k)+1 = (Ykr < ?‘/L. cl 
4. The case h’(p)<00 
4.1. Lee@. LetO<a < 1 andletp, = an-l. Then there is a lipeomorphism f : Q + Q 
such that f(ei) = 0. 
Proot. We consider I2 with its induced norm /xl/ = lx11 v,1x21. We first choose a 
lipeomorphism 8: I”-, I2 such that (ip = id in U = c-1, -i] x I2 and p(x) = 
(a~~,l~(l-XI)Ia)forXE~V2=[l-~a,l]X[-~,~]. 
Then +I)“= e2 and Q maps V2 isometrically onto u/2 = [-#a, $a] X [ - 1, 11. Let h be 
a Lipschitz isotopy rel U from p to the identity. This means that h is a ievel- 
preserving lipeomorphism of 11 X 12 X 1 onto itself, where I = [0, 11, the metric is 
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Fig. 1 
induced by the norm 
1(X1, x2,01 = 1x11 ” 4X2l” ItI9 
hk 0) = Q(X), h(x, 1)=x, hlUxI=id. 
For example, Q and h can be chosen to be PL. We also write h(x, t) = (h,(x), t). 
Setting L = bilip h we have bilip (9 s L. 
For every integer j 2 2 we define a homeomorphism gj: I’ + I’ as follows: First let 
g2 = ~cp. Forj 3 3 write I’ = 1jW2 X12. In Bje2(0, $&‘) X I2 we set gj = id X Q. Outside 
j9k70, ia’- ) x I2 we let gj = id. All other points of I’ can be uniquely written as 
(a,, y> where ac id-2(O, $&‘), s E I, y E I2 and a, = (1 -s)a +su/ar. Putting 
gj(a,, v) = (as, h,(y)) we obtain a homeomorphism gj: I’ + I’. The inverse map g7’ is 
givezl by id XP, id, or gr’(a,, y) = (as, h,’ (y)). 
The crucial property of gj is that it maps the set Vj = Bie2(0, #cd”) X V2 iso- 
metrically onto 
Wj = B’-2(0, ~cui-l) X W2 = B’-‘(O, ~~‘-‘) X [ -3,1]. 
Moreover, gj+l = id outside Wj x Ij+r. S$ce Is+’ is convex, this implies that 
bilip gj+l(gj X id) = hilip gj+l IV bi‘lip bj 
Sc;t!ng fi=gjXid: Q-Q and Uj=fi \I l l f2 we thus obtain homeomorphisms . 
Q + Q for which 
bilip r& = max(bilip gj : 2 6 j G k}. 
Uk = 
Since d( Wj X Q/+1) + 0, the maps uk converge to a limit f, which maps Q onto 0. 
Since gj(ej-1) = ej, f(el) = 0. To prove that f is a lipeomorphism, it suffices to show 
that bilip gj has an upper bound ind ndent of i. Since gj and gyl have essentially 
similar expressions, it is enough to consider lip gp We shall show that lip gj s 
2L/‘(l -Q). 
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Clearly this is true for the restriction of gj to the complement of 
2 = (B’-2((), $&-2)‘\ B’-*((), i&l)) x 12_ 
Let (a, y) and (6, P) be points in 2 with 
Il(% y) -- (bh z)II = II& --all v a’-211y - 211 =6. 
Then 
llgjkb Y)-g&9 ~>II=llQs-btll~~‘-211~~~Y~-~r~~~ll* 
Since 11~~ - bJl G 6, it suffices to prove that 
a’-21(hs(y) - h,(z>ll G 2&V/( I- cu). 
This follows from the inequalities 
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4.2. Theorem. There is a lipeomorphism f: Q + Q such that f (el) = 0 if and only if 
R(p)cao. 
PFOOE. If such an f exists, then R(p) s (bilip f)” by Theorem 3.4. Conversely assume 
that R(p)=l/or Cm. Wemayassumethatpl= 1. Set n(l)= 1, andforja2fet n(j) 
be the largest integer n such that pK 2 &‘. Since Pn(j,+l 2 eon(j) aa’, we have 
n(i+l)>n(i). Moreover,pn(i+ lG+m(j)+-i s&1, Let T be, the Cartesian product of 
the segments I n(j), i E N, considered as a subspace of Q. Set ‘) = ai-’ and let Q(T) be 
Q with the metric defined by the sequence T. Then the pr;dact of identity maps 
4 *I&j) is a bijection g: Q(r) -?) T satisfying Ilx - y]l <])g(x)-g(y)/ s Ilx - yJl/~y. By 
Lemma 4.1, there is a lipeomorphism h: Q(T) + Q(T) such that h(el) = 0. Writing 
Q = T x T’ and setting f = (ghg-‘) x id we obtain the sought-for lipeomorphism 
f:Q+Qe cl 
4.3. Remarks. One can replace e: En Theorem 4.2 by any unit vector eke More 
generally, it is easy to show that any point x E Q with lim sup ixjl c 1 can be mapped 
j-a0 
to the origin. However, the author has not succeeded in mapping the corner point 
x =(I* 1,. ti . ) to the origin. 
The most commonly used metric in Q seems to be given by the norm 
llXll’= ,FN 2-'lXjl. . 
A slight modification of the construction in Theorem 4.1 gives a map f: Q + Q which 
is a lipeomorphism in this metric and which maps el to the origin. However, the 
author does not know whether Q is Lipschitz homogeneous in this metric. 
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We shall next prove that with the particular sequence pi = l/j, Q is Lipschitz 
homogeneous. An auxiliary result is needed: 
4.4. Lemma. Let $ G cy s 1, letX2 have thenorm /xll= 1x11 v 011x21, and leta E 12. Then 
there is an L.&ipeomorphism f: I2 -) I2 such that P j(a) = 0 and Lo is a universal 
constant. 
Proof. Let ,g be the natural radial homeomorphism of I2 onto the closed round disk 
D9 considered with the euclidenn metric. Then one can define f = g-‘hg where h is a 
suitable rotation of D. i 0 
4.5. Theorem. There is a universal constant L such that for every a E Q there is a 
homeomorphism f: Q + Q su+ch that f(a) = 0 and bilip f s L with respect to the 
sequence pj = 1 /j. 
Proof. Writing Q = (II x 12) x (13 x 14) x l 9 9 we apply Lemma 4.4 to find an LO- 
lipeomorphism f0 : Q + Q such that f(a) = b with bj = 0 for all even j. For every odd 
k E N let Jk = {2”-‘k: n E N}. Let Tk be the Cartesian product of 4, j E &, considered 
as a subspace of Q. Since the sets Jk are disjoint, it suffices to find for each k an 
L-lipeomorphism Tk + Tk which carries bkek to the origin, because b can then be 
mapped into the origin by the Cartesian product of these maps and the identity map. 
The theorem thus reduces to the following assertion: Let Q have the metric induced 
by the sequence pi = 2l-’ and let 0~ Ql< 1. Then there is an L-lipeomorphism 
g: Q + Q such that g(blel) = 0. We shell prove this for L = 2L1 where L1 = bilip f for 
the map f given by Lemma 4.1 for Y = f. 
If b1 = 1, the assertion follows directly from Lemma 4.1. If 61 s 3, we may take 
g=#xidwhere $:I* + I’ is a PL homeomorphism with @(bl) = 0. If $< bl < 1, we 
must recall the proof of Lemmr‘ 4.1. Using the same notation, we first observe that cp 
maps tulle segment between fel and el affinely onto the segment between’0 and e2. 
Hence there is ri E N such that un (blel) = cept with 0 < c G 8. A. simple stretching in 
the x,-direction gives again a 2-lipeomorphism h : Q + Q with h(ce,,) = 0. Then 
g = hu, is what we want. El 
4.6. Corollary. If pi = 1 /j, Q is Lips&itr homogeneous. cl 
